A unified treatment of peripheral models for the inclusive q» spectrum in the central plateau region is presented, The q» spectrum is calculated from several models of damping in internal momentum transfer, The highest-energy CERN Intersecting Storage Rings data for p + p~+ X is fitted for all q» by a power-law internal damping.
I. INTRODUCTION The recent experiments at the CERN Intersecting Storage Rings (ISR) have confirmed the existence of a central plateau in the inclusive single-particle spectrum' and have found the q, ' dependence over a large region. ' Different theoretical models have been used to account for different regions of the pionization data. ' ' In this work we unify the treatment of these models by considering a general dynamical structure which includes all of these models as special cases and obeys the correct analyticity properties. It will be shown how specific forms for internal damping in momentum transfer lead directly to types of damping in q»'. We use one such form to obtain a fit to the q» dependence over the entire range of data at the highest ISR energy.
A theory for multiparticle production which describes the pionization or flat central plateau region must have a peripheral structure in order to decouple the detected particle c from the momentum and nature of the incoming particles in the central region of the inclusive single-particle spectrum, g+ 5-c+ X. This is indicated in Fig.   1 , where the particle c is peripherally attached to the faster particles on the left-hand side and the slower particles on the right-hand side. A more general case is to peripherally produce a resonance or finite-mass fireball, and this will be considered in another paper. '
In order to obtain an asymptotic behavior as -~, we assume Regge behavior of the inclusive sums and phase-space integrals over the undetected particles s, &(, s, 2' . The absolutesquare and phase-space integration over this production amplitude gives the single-particle spectrum or the M' = (p, +p~+p;)' absorptive part of the forward 3-3 amplitude for g + b + c scattering (Fig. 2) . The inclusive Regge behavior of s, and s, reappears as Regge behavior in energies s, , s"and gives the Mueller double-Regge structure in the 3-3 amplitude, Fig. 3 .
In order to get the pionization spectrum which shows rapid damping in q» "we must add to this general structure some form for the damping of the internal momentum transfers t, , t". The various models for the pionization spectrum differ mainly in the assumed form for these momentum transfers as well as in the theoretical nature of the exchanged object. We will present a unifying formulation for computing the pionization spectrum from Fig. 2 with any internal-damping functions P, (t, ) and P"(t"). It will be shown that the above formulation is sufficient to fit all of the highest-energy ISR pionization data with a single form for P(t).
Previously, the single-particle spectrum from and gives a closed form for the result, Eq. (3.4). The square of any other internal damping P (t) which is nonsingular and which vanishes for t--, ean be represented as a superposition of these exponentials:
The result of calculating Fig. 2 
This integration has been performed analytically for exponential internal damping functions. s'
We can easily extend this since any p'(t) that vanishes as t--~c an be expressed as a superposition of exponentials (a Laplace transform}:
This gives in (2.1)
where q is the momentum of particle c and X' is on over-all constant.
The term 6 includes the inclusive sums and phase-space integrations that give rise to Regge behavior and is given in terms of the internaldamping functions P (t):
The integration in the square brackets has been performed in Refs. 5 and 6 and gives in the limit s"s", s -in the pionization region with m'=q', For the asymptotic energy limit we take a, and a, to be Pomeranchukon trajectories of unit intercept.
This gives the single-particle spectrum from (2.5): do' 2Q)Q" dQ, dO, B(A,)B,(A)(B, 0,) exp " m')e "4(2, (; «') . (2.8) This may also be rewritten using the relation" e "4(2, 1, z) =(1+~)E,(~) -e ", (2.9) where E,(I() is the exponential integral function. Equation (2.8) is seen to be the result for internal exponential damping e'"~'~""~'~o btained previously, ' but now including a superposition over many different damping constants Q"Q"with arbitrary amplitudes B,(Q, ), B,(Q,).
The q~o r 7i dependence of (2 .8) Fig. 2. a, (n, ) =5(n, -a, ), a"(n") =5(n"-a"), The asymptotic behavior of D(yi) can be obtained from (3.12) in the integral representation (2.11) or from (3.13) (see Appendix A). As yl-~, the integral (2.11) is damped by e "" so that the important Q are Q-O. In this limit,
Since the maximum possible falloff of a form factor is e ' ', and the small-momentumtransfer spectrum follows a behavior e '~&, we study the case (3.17)
For large q, we can find from the integral representation (2.11) that D(yi) -10(-',n)"'a "'yl"4e ' " (3.8) Although the dual-resonance-model tree diagrams do not contain an internal structure as in Fig. 2 Fig. 4 Fig. 4 with the integral over C(Q) in (3.12) calculated numerically. Using an effective mass a =0.485 GeV, the fit covers nine orders of magnitude of cross section. ACKNOWLEDGMENT We thank our colleagues at Irvine for helpful discussions. &(q)=, . dp (q', v) and vW, (q', v) '(uE, (u)) in the scaling limit. Thus, if B is a constant (or a function of &u only), E,(&a) automatically obeys the scaling hypothesis if E,(&o) does. In Sec. III we shall assume 8 to be constant and thus only discuss fits to E,(&u).
